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Introduction

I began the journey which I have chronicled in the Trilogy of the ‘Return of the Phoenix’ by viewing JA West’s video tape about the “Mystery of the Sphinx”. Seeing that the Sphinx could be as old as Cayce had said it was, and seeing furthermore that seismology data demonstrated that most likely there were passageways under the ground in the location Cayce had predicted, I endeavored to determine the credibility of Edgar Cayce and his horrible predictions about a shifting of the poles.

I set these final words in place after having viewed the tape one more time. Never once have I regretted the decision to evaluate Cayce, even though it was to fundamentally change my life. Not in anything which I have learned have I come to downgrade the quality and relevance of what West revealed in 1992.

As I set forth on my quest I was soon exploring a full range of geological data in a ever widening quest to understand obscure phenomenon like pole shifts while browsing the ancient legends of Egypt. By and by the Quest led me to ancient Egypt where eventually I meet, in a manner of speaking, the Seven Baboons. They picked me up, or I picked them up, it was never quite clear to me, and they lead me to the themes and trails of Thothermes and many others of the ancients, from whose memories and works I obtained many keys to the past, present, and the future.

Since returning from Egypt my efforts have been spent assaying the facts and the truths of humanity from every possible source. I have ravaged libraries, books, the internet, most especially the internet, and of course the Cayce/Davis collection. These I have diligently woven into the Trilogy in the form of science, philosophy, and spiritual practice. The last two years were spent penniless while struggling to keep cheap PC equipment working and my internet connections alive so that I could complete the mosaic. Poverty is amazingly remarkable for firming up one’s sensitivities, hardening one’s moral sensibilities, and getting clear about certain priorities.

My interests turned into obsession and then transmuted again into total absorption. The intensity of this period of my life became the most intense, the most focused, the most completely given to a task in the complete sacrifice of my personal life. Progressively one illusion after another was sandblasted out of my brain by a ceaseless, withering barrage of data. Finally I was intellectually stripped, made naked of the pretensions and pretenders of the 20th century and the self-centered forces of materialism. The faster the 20th century dissolved
away, the faster I made rapid intellectual progress in finding new patterns and new layers which connected all the ages and all the dimensions.

I spent five years grinding pennilessly on the proposition that the results may help save millions of people. The discovery and formulation of vortex tectonics was one of the most exciting discoveries and personally rewarding activities of my quest. It took me far beyond verifying the work of others or of synthesizing other’s people findings and ideas. I got to do real science and make real correlations to formulate new geological principles about how the world works materially. My findings point to, demonstrate, and lay the preliminary proofs and basis of exploring a profoundly new paradigm which will answer a lot of questions.

The Phoenix Paradigm

Early on in the Quest I became aware of the central significance of the allegory of the Phoenix in the World Epic and I posed several questions about it. Through the parallels and the correlations which increasingly formed up between the geological record in the rocks and the ancient memories of humanity, it became progressively obvious to me that in the beginning of our age, before written history began, before the Phoenix became a legendary myth, a message was created for succeeding generations by the survivors of the last Flight.

In its barest essence, the message is: four times the Phoenix has flown, each time destroying human civilization, do not forget that it will fly again. Who created the message? How was the message transmitted through the ages? Why did the message fail? Or did it? Has the message been received, after all these years, by those for whom it is intended?

With these questions ever present in my mind during most of the Quest, circumstances have conspired to sustain and advance my efforts, even despite being personally mired in poverty. I have been able to gather and bound into the Trilogy the connections to the legend of the Earth-Phoenix which demonstrate that it is a master key. This master key unlocks the central riddles of many mysteries of the ancient past, including the origin and meaning of the “genesis” mythology which appears throughout the world in many forms. More significantly, it unlocks the end-of-the-age “millennial prophecy” which is echoed among the traditions of many peoples.

Since the beginning of Egyptian civilization, the Phoenix has been used by the mystery schools on many levels of meaning to convey ideas of individual and cosmic transcendentalism. At the level of an individual life, the Phoenix symbolizes the regeneration of life in the cycle of death and rebirth. On another
level, unsuspected by most, the Phoenix is an ancient symbol for the Earth itself when it undergoes a profound change to create a “New Earth and a New Heaven. As such, the Earth-Phoenix is neither legend nor myth, but an allegory for a sliding (flying) (avalanche) of the crust of the Earth over its molten interior every 10,000 to 50,000 years or so when it "flies". As one looks for the tracks of this Earth-Phoenix in the rocks of the Earth, one finds that the Phoenix allegory unlocks many geological riddles as well and explains the findings of science about the last million years of the Earth’s history with great precision. The bones lying in the Earth clearly and undeniably reveal that when the Earth-Phoenix flies, the Earth's crust may rotate over its molten interior by as much as 30 degrees of latitude, placing the polar regions in a new location. This Earth-Phoenix phenomenon must be understood if human history is to be understood, indeed, there is no epochal history of humanity except this history, ultimately the end of all human ages is humanity fleeing the floods, running against the wind of time.

When we use this key to unlock the meaning of the millennial "prophecies" about our future, we see this memory of the past. Finally we understand the dire words of the "time of trouble" and the “day of Jehovah” spoken of by the Hebrew prophets. We see that their source for such information must have been ancient knowledge from the legacy of Atlantis which had been left in Egypt and Sumeria. It may have been brought out of Egypt by Moses, who was a high priest in the Egyptian traditions.

As may be found then in the records of the rocks, the bone beds of the Earth, the ancient memories of humanity, the visions of clairvoyants, and the jiggling correspondences between the motions of the Earth, Sun, Moon, Axis, and great plates of the continents, if there is a summary possible for the Phoenix Paradigm, it consists of this:

1. First and foremost, the orientation of the outer surface (the crust) of the Earth to the plane of the ecliptic (the plane formed by the Moon and the Sun) is unstable. Most of the time the crust of the Earth spins in synchronicity with the liquid, molten interior of the Earth but slightly independently of it with a tiny lag. Periodically conditions arise which cause the crust to “avalanche” into a new position. This is best visualized as the Arctic zone falling towards the equatorial zone while the spin axis remains upright. The avalanche thus shifts land over the spin axis so that new land ends up in the polar zone. The land which was in the polar zone ends up at a lower latitude, possibly as far as 30 degrees to the south of the spin axis.

2. This happens irregularly at least every 10,000 to 50,000 years or so, sometimes causing extinctions of animals and always destroying the resident human civilizations. Each time the survivors are forced to rebuild from primitive conditions, but during the past four flights humans have become better at anticipating the event and at re-generating culture.
3. There have been at least four such shifts of the Earth’s crust during the last 120,000 years. These have progressively made extinct the greater portion of the large mammal species. This progressive extinction suggests that the Earth’s crust during the last million years has been in a long epoch of greater instability than the preceding 10 million years. This condition has apparently worsened during the past 120,000 years.

4. There is substantial evidence to indicate that there have been some unknown number of smaller shifts between 50,000 and 10,500 BC, each involving possibly a few degrees.

5. In approximately 10,500 BC the crust of the Earth avalanched some 27.5 degrees to shift the location of the North Pole from Hudson Bay to the Central Arctic. This event was rapid enough to freeze large numbers of mammoths in Siberia. The sudden melting of the polar ice cap over northeastern North America created the illusion of the sudden ending of an “ice age”.

6. The story of the last catastrophe in 10,500 BC, either written or verbal, is very similar among hundreds of human cultures. The essence of the ancient message is simple. We are all refugees from a terrible disaster, catastrophe so terrible we cannot explain it to you, only tell you the story. Once upon a time the Gods were [affronted/jealous/competitive] and had a great [war/wrath/judgment] … everything was destroyed … only a few of us survived by fleeing and hiding in the mountains, or by floating to a distant place...

7. Given the firm dating of the alignment of the major monuments at Rostau (Sphinx and the three great pyramids which form Orion’s Belt), which mirror the skies of 10,500 BC, and further given the highly accurate North South orientation of the three great pyramids on Giza, it is certain that the location of the spin axis has been stable (to within 4 arcminutes) since 10,500 BC.

8. At least one human culture, Atlantis, became aware of the nature of the destructive episodes and developed a memory which recorded three cataclysmic avalanches of the crust. During each of these avalanches, Atlantean religious orders had pre-knowledge of the coming shift from “gods in the heavens”.

9. One group of survivors from the last flight in 10,500 BC, a group called the “Law of One”, using the remnants of a "high technology" from "Atlantis", built a time capsule to preserve their knowledge and technology and pass it down to their progeny. This time capsule is at Rostau, beneath the pyramid complex at Giza, literally at the feet of the Sphinx.

10. Egyptian culture inherited these memories and memorialized them in metaphors and allegorical stories about the Phoenix and the gods of the Zep
Tepi. The essence of their story can be told in a few lines. A great cry from the Great Phoenix was heard across the waters. As the Phoenix flew the Earth was covered by water. The homeland of the gods was destroyed and they came to Rostau to rebuild after the Phoenix had landed on the Primeval Mound. Rostau is the “Temple of the Sun” or the "Horizon Of The Phoenix" which the immigrant “gods” built.

11. Efforts were made to provide duplicate memories of this “Phoenix Message” among many ancient cultures around the world. Ancient stories on all continents from all religious and ethnic backgrounds, including the peoples of Anasazi, Babylonia, Bharati, China, Egypt, Inca, Maya, Olmec, Persia, and Sumeria, use the same story elements to convey the same basic ideas: four or five prior ages for humans, each destroyed by catastrophes reducing people to refugees fleeing from disaster, each age beginning with “a New Heaven and a New Earth”, and the intervention of a “third party” with unusual powers and capabilities who helps and teaches the people to survive and to use their new environment.

12. Some of the major ancient cultures on diverse continents used “birds” or bird attributes to symbolize or signify these teachers; similarly some also used the number Seven to convey the concept of a group of such teachers. Those cultures which received the “Phoenix Message” used the cipher 10 to summarize and mark the antedeluvian period.

13. The simple and undeniable fact is that most of the major ancient cultures can be shown to be based on the same cosmological principles, metaphysics, methods, ideas, and metaphors, even sounds and words, all betraying a strong cultural interconnection. The ancient connection has two names: Atlantis and a successor hybrid culture in ancient Egypt.

14. These facts inform us that most of us are the descendents of refugees who survived a terrible disaster which destroyed most of their contemporaries.

15. Many of the ancients prophesied that the same thing will happen again. These warnings became the core elements of religious “end time” prophecy which was told in many languages on many continents. They eventually became part of the cosmology of Islamic, Hebrew, Christian, Hindu, Hermetic, Mithraic, Xian, Zoroastrian, Hopi, and Mayan prophecies.

16. The descriptions of the future “end time” are virtually identical on all continents and are also virtually identical to descriptions of the cataclysm which began the current age of the Earth. Hence the ending of an age and the advent of a new “teacher who saves the survivors” are all based on a common source: traditions, records and projections about the cyclical flight of the Earth-Phoenix. This is the prime datum. It describes the prime parallels which reveal the primary connections.
17. Most of the stories about the Earth-Phoenix were lost through the long march of time, some times by deliberate destruction and defacement, but mostly by ignorance and forgetfulness. These memories are now barely recognizable after 12,500 years of encrustment by artists. But nonetheless the memories are discernable.

18. All of these traditional sources are too disconnected from the original prophecies and principles to serve as literal guides to either the past or the future. But nonetheless, ancient memory profiles can be recovered from the old sources. Data can be abstracted from the ancient memories which partially describes the last avalanche. The common elements in this data probably describes the common experience of riding a flight of the Earth-Phoenix and this experience can be projected to describe the likely dynamics of the next flight of the Earth-Phoenix.

19. The ancient memory describes a succession of events which began with radical earthquaking, developed into extensive volcanism, and grew truly cataclysmic by the sudden onslaught of a deluge. The deluge grew worse and worse for a period of some six to seven days before abating. Most of the destruction to humans was caused by the flooding. This data, when combined with geological data, implies an avalanche of the crust which slowly picked up speed for an unknown period of time, caused extensive earthquaking and volcanism to break out, and reached an average speed of some 12 to 13 mph for most of the distance of the avalanche (approximately 7 days), after which the speed likely dropped off fairly sharply and came to a complete halt after an unknown period.

20. The ancient Egyptians had an extensive history which included information about even the ancient times of Atlantis before the last flight. A few details of it were passed to the Hebrews in greatly abbreviated form. A little more of it was passed to the Hellenics through secret societies. Some of this was passed by the Hellenics into Latin for the Romans.

21. Some of this legacy was lost due to Roman intransigence and to Muslim conquests, but nearly all of it perished when the Roman Empire was seized by the Mithraic-Xian fascists who radically turned it into the “Holy Roman Empire”. The fascists who supported Constantine and his successors during most of the 4th century AD, overturned two millennia of liberal religious policies which were common throughout the ancient world and conducted 200 years of vicious religious pogroms from Spain to the Black Sea. In the name of God and Christ, they progressively destroyed free trade and created feudalism while destroying virtually every school and library, as well as almost all of the literature of the ancient world. Hundreds of thousands of people who did not profess to slavishly believe in the revealed truth of an official set of Imperial Roman State Documents, called the “Holy Bible”, were tortured and murdered.
22. This act of cultural suicide plunged the Euro and Mediterranean peoples into a bubble of ignorance and illusion from which they have never recovered. Almost all sense of connection to an archaic unity with the traditions of other cultures was lost and nearly all knowledge about archaic times and the Earth-Phoenix was lost.

23. Out of thousands of religious and spiritual documents and testaments, the Mithraic-Xian Fascists of the early Holy Roman Empire bound together a few grim Hebrew documents with a set of edited documents which they purported were based on eye witness accounts of the life of a teacher named Y’shua. They bound together principally Zoroastrian imagery in the two books of Daniel and Revelations, along with endlessly grim Hebrew pronouncements by Isaiah and other purported Hebrew psychics of unknown caliber and authenticity, along with the “gospel” eye-witness accounts of the ministry of Y’shua. For good measure, they threw in portions of the Hebrew Torah. This provided the Mithraic-Xian Fascists with a tradition of “prophecy” which was formed principally from an odd assortment of writings which were attributed mainly to rabbis and teachers who were acclaimed across some 1500 years of time to have clairvoyant and psychic powers. They promulgated this material which they called “The Holy Bible” as an Imperial Roman State Document.

24. Many of the selections made by the Mithraic-Xian Fascists appear to all objective scholarship to be completely arbitrary and primarily political in nature. Thus, the so-called “Holy Bible” of Imperial Rome is of dubious quality, character, and authenticity for sustaining any set of religious practice and spiritual knowledge.

25. Nevertheless, the Mithraic-Xian fascists declared their “Holy Bible” to be the only sanctioned religious material and all other material which contained any thought whatsoever which might contradict it was burned, save what the authorities themselves hid in their basements. As they strong-armed their Holy Bible over the teachings of all other groups, they destroyed all other religious movements, spiritual practices, and nearly all religious literature which they could find. The heirs of the Mithraic-Xian usurpation of Rome have treated the world ever since to apocalyptic visions of an Armageddon which Jehovah will visit upon the world to destroy the souls of all of those who are not xians in good standing in the local parish church.

26. The fascists maintained the pretense of a Roman World State in Europe until the revolt of the princely powers on the margins of Northern Europe during the Renaissance finally destroyed the monopoly of religious power. Throughout their period of dominance, acting through the various pretender elites of the French, the Portuguese, the Spanish, or the other pretender “royal houses”, the parties of the Holy Roman Fascist Xian Imperium conducted pogroms, inquisitions, and mass destruction of all knowledge,
cultures, and literature different than their own limited set of Latin
documents, where ever they encountered it.

27. This barbarism encouraged and rationalized a similar barbarism in attitude
and conduct among all of the non-Latin Euro peoples, such that when the
northern Euro peoples began their empire building they also tended to
conduct genocide on conquered people, pogroms on native traditions, and
such disrespect for the cultural traditions of others that the greater portion of
it was removed from view and hidden from the view of the Euros.

28. With contempt for all non-white cultures, the Euro xians ignored an
extensive historical literature, and a priori dismissed the ancients as
ignorant. The history which comes down to us from the Euros is mostly the
arrogant distortions of liars and thieves, of petty, cruel conquerors, men of
overweening pride who attempted to make the world fit into a small,
cramped vision of white, privileged, Latin orthodoxy.

29. This tragic karmic condition has not yet been healed. As intended by the
fascists, humanity is cut off from its heritage. Much of the human past
remains hidden and thus humanity remains in fundamental ignorance of its
condition and the circumstances which created it. These facts impact the
life of every person living as well as each one’s future.

30. As a result of this tragic karmic condition, the Euro peoples and North
Americans have lived some several hundred years within the bubble of an
illusion, the illusion of continual progress and advancement. They are
oblivious that this bubble is an illusionary world created by nearly 1000
years of brutal Mithraic-Xian fascist pogroms.

31. During the development of the various evangelical movements which
commenced during the European Renaissance, xian preachers, revivalists,
and religious leaders have fixated upon the dark shadows of an apocalyptic
human struggle which culminates in the Mithraic universal war of
Armageddon and the Zoroastrian-Isaiah “Day of Ahura Jehovah Mazda”.

32. Tens of thousands of xian scholars have invested prodigious energy the past
200 years in attempts to interpret various biblical passages into a composite
“prophecy” which interprets contemporary events and points to the timing
of the “end time” on the “Day of Ahura Jehovah Mazda”.

33. This concept of an “end of the ages” is shared by hundreds of millions of
people and tens of millions of people believe that it is about to happen
during the next few years. However, none of the interpretations,
projections, teachings, and preaching about the “end time” during the last
1000 years within this extremely limited Mithraic-Xian perspective have
been remotely accurate. None of the efforts to project or discern the future
from this perspective has led to constructive results. All of the currently
living believers and teachers in this system of thought have made
innumerable errors of calculation, interpretation, and projection during the past 50 years. It would seem that the experience of history proves that the perspective is badly flawed. Large numbers of Xians, however, seem unable to let go of this Texas Snipe Hunt and the consequences will be tragic for large numbers of them,

34. Paralleling the Mithraic-Xian concepts, many other traditions and large numbers of channelers teach that the prophesied disaster of the “End Time” or the Change In The Earth is divine punishment for humankind’s erring ways. Many claim that it is all a matter of God arranging for humanity to reap the consequences of its negative karma. But, there is NOTHING new about these concepts, they are as old as the oldest tribe. These religious ideas are very close akin to the religious ideas which demanded human sacrifice to appease the needs or wrath of the Gods.

35. Fortunately the gravity vectors of the solar system are not subject to human will or influence, nor the intervention of other parties. God is not judging humanity. This shifting or avalanche of the crust is directly related to material astronomical relationships in the solar system as they grind out the inevitable order of the ages in accordance with the cosmic material balances of the universe “for the time and times and half times are at an end", and there must begin a period of readjustment”. These new changes in the Earth will come to pass. Any thought of opposing the vast cosmic balancing act of the universe is as fruitless as building sand castles on the beach below the high tide line.

36. Edgar Cayce gave 15,000 readings over a period of 21 years to restore some of the old Gnostic content into a revitalized Christianity and point in new directions as well as set forth a radical different set of concepts about the origin and end of this age of the Earth. His mission was expressly designed to correct the erroneous fixations of xian religious groups and institutions.

37. Based on five years of study of Cayce stories and predictions, the Trilogy of the “Return of the Phoenix” established that Cayce’s credibility as a clairvoyant was exceptional. His general rate of accuracy for impersonal events was 92% and his comments about the Earth were at least 84% accurate. A five year examination of other clairvoyant and prophetic material, from the ancient past to the current day, found no other prophecies or predictions to which a confidence rating can be assigned. However, by using Cayce’s stories as a validated guide, several prophecies and predictions from other sources can be consistently interpreted and fitted within the outline of Cayce’s World Epic. This includes, most notably, Y’shua’s prophecy as recorded by Hellenic scholars in Luke.

38. A shifting of the poles began with a shift of equilibrium inside the Earth in approximately 1936. The average location of the pole jumped a few feet out of its regular pattern of drift and this set off an anomalous increase in
volcanic and earthquake activity which persisted for nearly 15 years. This relationship provided the first datum for understanding the dynamics of the Earth-Phoenix. All earthquake and volcanic activity is directly created by motions of the crust of the Earth as it wobbles in Chandler’s Wobble. This constant motion of the crust, and thus the apparent movement of the location of the poles of the spin axis, is induced directly by orbital mass relationships in the Earth-Moon-Sun system and the variable forces in the solar flux. This concept and correlation is called “Vortex Tectonics”.

39. As predicted by Edgar Cayce, the 1936 shift also set off major trends of motion and tectonic activity which began to appear in 1958 and slowly accelerated throughout the remainder of the 20th century to peak at a high level of accelerated activity in 1998. Volcanic and earthquake activity dramatically increased each decade since the middle of the 20th century in a linear, escalating pattern which cannot be explained by any conventional means.

40. As stated by Edgar Cayce, correlations of the trends and activities of the last 100 years of earthquake and volcanic activity demonstrate clear relationships with plots of the apparent X Wave Motion of the North Pole (spin axis). Repeating bursts of increased tectonic activity in various locations are definitely found associated with the X Wave Min (movement of England away from the North Pole) or the X Wave Max (movement of England towards the North Pole).

41. These correlations establish and prove that “Vortex Tectonics” is a superior paradigm for explaining the dynamics in the Earth which have created the various geological features and propel the steadily moving tectonic plates. In one sentence, vortex tectonics is the finding that most crustal motions, both as a unitary shell and as individual continental plates, are induced directly but complexly from the relationships between the Sun and the orbital motions of the Moon and the whole Earth. Additional motion is induced by the solar flux and extreme gusts in the solar flux may induce the sudden avalanche effect whenever the mass of the Earth is sufficiently off-center.

42. Correlations of the last 100 years of volcanic activity with plots of the X Wave Motion of the North Pole and the years of the El Nino – La Nina weather syndrome (ENSO) conclusively demonstrate strong relationships. Almost always, the El Nino years correspond to the middle of the up or down portions of the X Wave. Never do they correspond with the peak, almost never with the low. This demonstrates that the ENSO weather pattern is caused by the motion of the crust relative to the axis. As the crust moves over the North Spin axis, the resulting contractions and expansions on opposite sides in the crust of the Earth in the equatorial zone increase or decrease the flux of volcanic heat into the great rift cracks on the bottoms of the oceans. The increase in heat increases the temperature of the ocean
water to produce El Nino. The decrease in heat induces La Nina. The severity of the ENSO weather cycles is directly proportional to the amount of expansion/contraction motion in the crust.

43. The ENSO weather syndrome of this 1998 period, which has created the worst recorded weather extremes since the beginning of the century, is a direct manifestation of the trends predicted by Edgar Cayce. Without doubt, a major round of tectonic activity is still in the process of escalating toward some unknown and indefinable period of peak activity.

44. Signs and wonders have been given. This documentation and proof lays to rest forever the scientific issue of the existence of the "psychic/spiritual reality". It also establishes an entirely new basis for doing geology, geophysics, volcanology, seismology, and climateology. In principle, both volcanic and earthquake activity is regularly predictable within vortexian “windows”.

45. Based on Cayce’s prediction of a shift in the pole, which has a confidence factor of at least 84%, it can be projected that during the years 2000 and 2001, tectonic activity will increase even more over its already high level of peak intensity.

46. As of January 2000, satellite data which measures the oceans seems to demonstrate that, as should be expected at this point in the X Wave Cycle, the oceans are warming rapidly in the west Pacific while the cold waters are shrinking in the east Pacific. The La Nina pattern is now broken and there may be a rapid onslaught of the El Nino pattern during 2000. Its severity will be directly proportional to the severity of the crustal motions which are underway. If Cayce’s predictions hold up, this motion should be more severe than the last one, hence, the coming El Nino will be more severe. This may be the last major clue.

47. Most probably, a pattern of rapidly increasing major tectonic events will begin during the next 18 months to overwhelm human societies and confuse billions of people. Every wrong answer conceivable will be trotted out and floated by the mass media and various self-proclaimed millennial touts. The Mithraic-Xian Millenniumists will prominently parade the archaic imagery of *Revelations* and *Daniel*, as if obscure, forced, crabbed interpretations of such material is somehow mystically appropriate. New interpretations of obscure Nostradamus quatrains will be floated. Scallion and a host of other undocumented psychics will have a field day floating more unverifiable material. The net impact of all of the hot wrong air will confuse humanity even more, creating “a time of tribulation” such as has not been seen since the beginning of the nations of the Fourth World.

48. The Line of Fall of the avalanche is most likely determined by the parallels of mass vectors with perihelion, the closest approach of the Earth to the Sun. In this age, almost all of the continent of Antarctica, between
Longitude 0 degrees and East 150 degrees, is presented to the Sun at perihelion. Hence, this is the heaviest quadrant of the Earth. Parallels between the perihelion line and other major points of mass on the Earth seem to point to East 40 as the approximate most likely line of fall (moving towards the North). This estimated line of fall is also partly chosen based on clues indirectly provided by Cayce and by the actual behavior of the crust, especially as can be seen in the high stress zone across the Mediterranean straight east through to the central Asian highlands. East 40 is approximately the middle of this stress and directly experienced the largest earthquakes of 1999.

49. Based on the principles of Vortex Tectonics and various correlations with data from the ancient memories, the fossil bone beds (Siberia, Patagonia, etc.), and clues provided by Cayce, a speculative “Avalanche of the Crust” scenario estimates that a period of two to four months of increasingly serious and frightening tectonic activity may progressively unfold. These are likely to be directly correlated with lunar motions. Several “false starts” may occur associated near New Moon or Lunar Perigee.

50. During the midst of severe earthquaking and widespread volcanic activity, the crust eventually will begin to avalanche directly down a line of fall now estimated to be West 140 straight down into the depths of the Pacific Ocean. The speed will increase over a period of days to weeks, gradually wheeling for about 7 days at an average speed of up to 13 mph (19 kmh). Thereafter the crust will gradually slow and come to rest. The new North Pole may be located in the vicinity of Archangel, Russia.

51. The “Avalanche of the Crust” scenario provides outlines of the likely effects and consequences of the flight of the Earth-Phoenix for various regions of the world. It may provide the information from which people can determine how to relocate themselves to survive an avalanche of the crust.

52. The timing of the flight cannot be predicted from Earth sciences as they currently exist. The principles of vortex tectonics suggest that a variety of relationships and timing factors in the Earth-Moon-Sun system can create the final “straw which breaks the camel’s back”. No exact moment during the next 24 months is obvious. But, based on the parallels between the X Wave, perihelion and lunar perigee/New Moon cycles, and the likely behavior of the solar flux, the most likely timing for the avalanche during the next two years may be during the late spring to early summer of 2001. Cayce himself gave no exact timing. He indicated that the shifting in the poles would occur in the years 2000 to 2001.

53. As geological events unfold between the publication of these words and the beginning of the actual avalanche, the tectonic patterns may take, probably will take, somewhat different forms than have been projected in the
scenario. The data may suggest a different “flight plan” than has been estimated.

54. Any difference whatsoever between the actual flight and the indications in the “Avalanche of the Crust” scenario has huge implications for large numbers of people. Consequently, it is important to monitor these events closely and continue the scientific process of composing the principles and patterns of Vortex Tectonics and the most likely scenario of the flight of Phoenix Five. This requires the concerted organization of an effort far beyond the capabilities of the originator of the Phoenix Paradigm.

55. The best means to deal with the problem is to use the Iway to combine the brightest minds of humanity to find and create solutions. Given sufficient resources to make full use of satellite and other data, the dynamics of the shifting pole can be precisely tracked, tectonic activity properly correlated, and the breaking or “fall” into truly anomalous motion can be determined very quickly.

56. Surviving a pole shift could be easy but it will not be for the greater portion of humanity. Huge numbers will have to relocate far off of the coast lines, especially in Europe, North Africa, North America, Central America, and all of Asia north of the Equator. As the crust of the Earth plows over the North Axis, the water will continue in the same rotational pattern it has had. This means that the continental land surfaces of Europe will literally plow under the Arctic Ocean and the North Pacific Arc, including Japan, Siberia, and Alaska all the way down to the Equator on each side, will literally plow down into the Pacific Ocean. Massive deluges of sea water will intrude deeply and radically onto the leading edges of all continents. Nothing below an elevation of 100 meters is likely to survive. In some areas, as in Northern Europe and Northern Russia, sea water may intrude for several hundred kilometers.

57. Destructions from the avalanche will be massive, planet-wide, and many of the tectonic results from sudden uplifts, sudden downwarps, fault line movement, deluges, and volcanic eruptions are inherently unpredictable. However there is one rule of thumb which may help. Existing tectonic trends are likely to continue. A sudden avalanche of the crust simply speeds up all current tectonic trends. Existing trends may be magnified by a huge factor composed of many figures, perhaps by as much as a million times.

58. Some areas will hardly be affected, others will be totally devastated. Russia will cease to exist as it does now. The U.S. will economically collapse and go into acute social and political shock at loosing three coast lines, several of its largest cities, and many tens of million of people. The Brits and the Irish, those who had enough common sense to head for the tallest hills on their islands, will survive to face an endless sea of mud which is quickly
freezing into a new Arctic tundra. Of the Netherlands, Denmark, and Northern Europe, never again shall any be heard who were less than 100 meters in elevation. But Canada may survive quite well, after adjusting to the shock of loosing Vancouver BC and some of its uninhabited coast lines. So also the Aussies may ride the flight relatively serenely, faced with only damage to some of their ports.

59. Japan and China will become huge tragedies of immense proportions unless these people suddenly comport themselves en mass to confront honestly the prospects and signals of the Earth-Phoenix and then undertake to truly take care of one other.

60. The attempt to rebuild will not be easy for many. Since the advent of industrial materialism and the migration from agriculture, the connection to the full circle of life has progressively disappeared. People have been reduced to social fragments, living autonomously in an autonomously managed world. But in many portions of the Earth, the autonomously managed environment will suddenly cease to function, existing urban areas will become zones of starvation without water and power.

61. Beyond the sharing of information and the warnings, personal connections need to be made between people to ensure their survival during and after the flight. For tens of millions of people, especially for those who need to relocate off the coasts, survival requires cooperation in new ways. Their only realistic hope lies in networking and creating survival communities which can function indefinitely without utilities.

62. People will directly of course undertake this in whatever fashion they can and, as is the nature of these things, most of them will start to make arrangements rather late in the game. The truth is, it is already rather late in the game but when the Earth-Phoenix is noticeably shaking and jiggling on the boost of each new perigee New Moon with greater and greater tectonic energy three months in a row, international panic will begin and the “Days of Tribulation” will drive truly large numbers of people to wonder whether these words be true. When that is apparent, one must make one’s final decisions.

63. For all of these matters, whether for science, survival, or for spiritual evolution, the Phoenix Quest website is provided for people to make connections into these new realities. The most important task of the Quest is to help self and others make the connections for surviving the next flight of the Phoenix which could technically come now at any moment, “like a thief in the night”. Intensive collaboration in cyberspace could become the key ally which leads millions of people to a reasonable survival. The use of the Iway can inexpensively provide highly effective guidance and hope for large numbers of people. High quality, accurate information can break the strangleholds of ignorance, bad ideas, misinformation, and rumors. With
collaboration, power cybertools for cooperative communication and management can be evolved. In order to stay in touch, definitely check into: http://www.icooperate.net or http://aa.net/~mwm/

**The Phoenix Quest Continues...**

These findings and warnings need to be made available to the world in many forms. They need to be assertively enjoined in various media, they need to be printed and broadcast in various ways, books need to printed and bound for formal presentation to the peoples of the world. All of this needs to happen with some serious money put into it, a lot more than I have ever had, along with the activity of a lot of people. Please help me therefore to make these findings and warnings available to the world by contributing money or your own personal involvement or both.

Above all, don’t forget to look for connections to all three levels of the Phoenix. As above, so below, as in the past, so in the future, the focus is entirely upon the spiritual connections, practices, and relationships between individuals. In the final analysis, in the fullness of everything, that is all that matters, that we care about each other and our connections. The material all passes away, but not these connections.
Appendix

Quick Key To Charts

Many Chart Graphs display and summarize the primary tectonic correlations which demonstrate that earthquakes and volcanic activity (and ENSO weather) directly follow the X Wave Motion of the Spin Axis. These correlations prove the workings of “vortex dynamics”. Chart after chart of long range trends reveal these connections and demonstrate an increase in the tempo of activity as the Earth-Phoenix begins to approach the “runway”.

Most of the Chart Graphs were generated by the author from Excel spreadsheets from online databases which are cited on the charts in various chapters of the Return of the Phoenix Book Three. All of them are embedded in the electronic Word Doc and PDF version of the Trilogy with high quality resolution which is suitable for reproduction in any media. The author encourages such reproduction of these scientific aspects of his work. The Chart Graphs are also available in color on the html version which can also be found on the CDROM. These are all in GIF or JPG file formats but their resolution is good only for computer display.

(In the electronic Word 7.0 version, you may use the clickable list appended just before the Index to quickly take you to the appropriate spot to view the Chart Graphs. Here is a list of the principal ones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chart Graph 310:  Fiji-Papua Tectonic Arc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 311:  X Plot of Chandler’s Wobble (IERS II-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 312:  X Wave Motion of the North Pole in the 6.5 Year Primary Axis Cycle 1962-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Figure 313  Polar Motion 1900-1998  (IERS O-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 314:  Polar Motion On The X Axis (1890-1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 315:  Polar Motion On The X Axis (1962-1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart/Graph No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Figure 319:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 320:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 321:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 322:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Figure 323:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Figure 323a:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Figure 324:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 325:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 326:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 327:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 328:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 329:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 330:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 331:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 332:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 333:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 334:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 335:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 336:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Graph 337:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Figure 338:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chart Figure 339:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table of Charts (cont.)

| Chart Graph 340: Volcanism In Icelandic & Arctic Volcanoes |
| Chart Graph 341: The X Wave Correlation With El Nino 1962-1999 |
| Chart Graph 342: Correlation Of El Nino With World Volcanism 1962-1999 |
| Chart Graph 343: Correlation Of El Nino With Volcanism In The Indonesian Island Groups 1962-1999 |
| Chart Graph 344: Correlation Of El Nino With Volcanism In The Vanuatu Islands 1962-1999 |
| Chart Graph 345: Correlation Of El Nino With Volcanism In The “Volcano Islands” 1962-1999 |

Select Bibliography Of Sources

See Books One, Two, & Three of the Trilogy of the “Return of the Phoenix” for a very rich bibliography of sources. This bibliography is focused exclusively on references to sources in the fields of anthropology, archeology, classical literature, geology, history, mythology, physics, and related subjects which were used to verify Cayce’s comments about the ancient past and the pole shift phenomenon.
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